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"A must-read for anybody who goes outdoors." -- Capt. Informative and captivating.Totally
updated with information about keeping safe and healthy in the wilderness A thorough, well-
organized, and user-friendly guidebook to staying alive in the backcountry Scott O'Grady,
survivor, Bosnia With concise explanations and detailed illustrations, survival expert Gregory
Davenport covers the five basic components of survival--personal protection, signaling, finding
water and food, travel, and health--providing the reader with complete here is how to stay calm
and alive until rescue arrives.
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Wilderness Survival I especially liked the starting chapter, which got my interest by simulating a
situation which described a disaster. In this case, it had been about the ill ready hunter who went
in the woods and the weather turned bitterly ed. Go through it all through and through... After all
like -40 for example.This book is crucial have for any one who enjoys the outside, who hunts or
fishes or camps or hikes. Survival Guide? Great shipping. Great condition. The tone of the book
is great - no bragging The tone of the book is fantastic - no bragging, no grandstanding. (He had
also gotten lost, and was without compass or radio...not really much. I still need to give 5 stars
because essentially there is normally nothing at all wrong with the publication itself. I've just
found method better books which have step by step instructions and tools. A great read. He
does a whole lot of short reply explaining about different regions, how to be prepared in those
areas and so on, but not comprehensive. There are many other books that enable skills teaching
on surviving/survival. If you are looking for that after that this book isn't for you. Great
illustrations on shelters and traps. All the best! Very good book by a former USAF SERE
instructor. He had not been prepared for the cold, nor did he possess the emergency equipment
needed for survival through the night. Gives you the information you should learn so you can get
out alive. That is my third survival book that I've gotten off of Amazon. Excellent insurance on
"how to's" preparing, building and sustaining shelters and acquiring resources to survive. My
brother liked it nonetheless it wouldn't be any clearer or more useful. The method it is written is
also simple and comprehensive. Some guidance on edible plant ID yet I would recommend
additional reference on that. In the publication I like the reality that the author offers you man-
made solutions and our mother earth solutions. All you need to know, and nothing you don't. I
would also check out the Encyclopedia of Wild Edible Plants of THE UNITED STATES, I haven't
received it yet but from the preview it seems like a thorough book. An excellent read. For
anynone that is looking for an ideal book in wilderness survival that is it. Pack able size,to refer
often to things you should know but frequently forget. I suggest primitive skills books, shelter
building, and field information type books.com and this is the only 1 that is as detailed and
thorough on wilderness survival.. Thought this book was going to be that aswell and it had been
not. the just objection or fault I could . Excellent head to manual.)This is a good segue in to the
remaining chapters, on how to cope with various situations we may encounter in the wilderness.
Wilderness survival (Kindle edition) When creating a library for on the move camping/survival,
remember this resource. the just objection or fault I possibly could find is certainly that the
author didn't give greater detail on the elements when it goes way below zero. A list of things to
carry on every outing, getting ready for the worst, since it can happen to all of us! As far as
survival guidebook and details? Good info that covers not only practical skills but also useful
commentary on the psychological areas of a survival circumstance. Addresses many climates so
it's highly relevant to most anyone. My brother liked Got as a present-day. It would have been
good though to get slightly even more of a preview of every section before I bought it just so I
know very well what I was getting myself into. There's a reason a lot of people think about this
the gold regular of survival manuals. Overall I was pleased with my purchase. It could be a
shorter, more readable reserve, if all of the repetition was eliminated, but it wouldn't become any
clearer or even more useful. Five Stars Details, explanations, and images are very functional. The
illustrations are easy to comprehend. Explains All I've had this product for two weeks. If you
would like real survival knowledge in a compact format this is the book for you. Survival book
Contains a whole lot of necessary information for survival, ideal for newbies and novice hikers.
An excellent read to greatly help refresh your skills. Three Stars ok Five Stars Great book Perfect
It is great! A whole load of good information.
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